
More than anything else, perhaps, the four books of The Folk of Yore are about interconnectedness, essential to 
grasp if we are to reach true balance and harmony with each other and with Nature. We are in the midst of great 
change. Many crises and dangers loom. How will we deal with them? Will we remain immersed in fear, perceiving 
those who seem different as hateful? Will we continue to self-servingly exploit the planet and enter into a feverish 
battle with Mother Earth for survival? Or will we experience a Great Shift in consciousness? Will we finally pass 
from an age of fear and separatism to one of Love and interconnectedness? How will you participate? These 
books may help reveal answers already within you.

Symbol for Mother Earth

Known and Knowable

The Passageway

The Divine Mind

The Books
Sacred Mission: A Call to Action is a transcription of journals written by Dr. Aubrey Manning, a tenured professor 
of environmental science. Discovering a connection between science and spirituality, Dr. Manning integrated 
predictive computer modeling with ancient Folk prophecies. This expanded insight proved to be the key to 
revealing not only answers she has sought for years, but also an imminent catastrophe that must be brought to the 
world’s attention. Sacred Mission is her attempt to bring this knowledge to you. It is your call to action.

The Folk of Yore blurs the line between fiction and reality in a way that draws the reader 
into the story and the story into the life of the reader. So much of it seems real. Perhaps 

it is. Some seems unreal. Perhaps it isn’t.
The Society of Folk are beings of light from an 11th dimensional realm pervaded 
with pure Love. They distill Love into liquid jewels of dew and deliver them daily 
to Mother Earth, infusing them into the planet’s innocents: Her plants, trees, rocks, 
soils, and waters. In this way, the Folk surround us with pure Love at a time when we 
are incapable of accepting and receiving it directly. Their purpose is to help restore 
mankind’s capacity for unconditional Love and engender respect and reverence for all 
life. So is the purpose of these books.

Sacred Memories: A Journey of Destiny was originally written by 
Aurial of Darluse Wood, a parchment maker and visionary who lived 
in the south of England at the beginning of the 7th century. It was 
bequeathed to Dr. Manning and is a source of Folk prophecies used 
in her work. Aurial was chosen by the Folk to visit their realm. Sacred 
Memories is a chronicle of his experiences in Folk Space, including 
a Royal Council at which the principle speaker was Mother Earth 
herself. Through Aurial’s writing, She speaks to you.

The Book of Symbols is the fundamental source of all Folk prophecy. Written in their 
geodimensional language of mandala-like designs, it has no words as we would know them. 

The Book of Symbols contains all the history and mysteries of the Society of Folk. Each Symbol is holographic in 
nature, with multiple layers of information encompassing all time, all space, and all dimensions.

Known and Knowable is a compilation in several volumes of intuitive interpretations of Folk Symbols written by 
Dr. Manning. It offers a gentle prod toward remembering what is already known and knowable to every human 
being.

All books are available in paperback. Sacred Mission, Sacred Memories 
and the Book of Symbols are available on Kindle. Purchases can be made:

through•	  our website   www.TheFolkofYore.com
at•	  Amazon.com  Search books for “The Folk of Yore”
or ordered at ret•	 ail book stores

The Folk of Yore


